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CONTESTATIONS OVER INDIAN
CITIZENSHIP: AN ANALYSIS OF THE
CITIZENSHIP (AMENDMENT) BILL, 2016
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Abstract This Article deconstructs the Citizenship
(Amendment) Bill, 2016, through the constitutional lens of
history, text, and practise. The Bill provides an accelerated
pathway to citizenship to certain persecuted minorities of
India’s neighbouring countries—but conspicuously, excludes
Muslims. This raises the fundamental question: Does the
Citizenship (Amendment) Bill, 2016, erroneously, conflates
the idea of secular India, born in the aftermath of partition,
with the jus sanguinis model of citizenship—by introducing
religion to the citizenship regime? This Article answers it
in the affirmative. It submits that the provisions of the Bill,
granting citizenship to illegal migrants based on their religion, contravenes the idea of ‘secular citizenship’, encompassing immense cultural, religious and national diversity.
Importantly, it argues that the Bill fails to pass the constitutional muster, because it violates equal protection of laws and
the principle of secularism—which are the ‘basic features’ of
the Constitution. In this connection, it submits that forging of
any national identity by the State within the State apparatus
must abide by the constitutional vision and principles, which
our founding fathers intentionally designed, pertaining to citizenship—and which this Bill, fails to flagrantly consider.

Citizenship is a bundle of rights and obligations, which forms the basis for
attaining a full membership, the terms of participation, the ownership and control of resources and a sense of belonging in the life of a State. Modern citizenship typically provides civil (freedom of speech, rule of law), political (right
to vote and contest elections) and social (welfare) rights.1 A necessary corol*
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lary is that citizenship also defines the boundaries of exclusion. Citizenship is
deeply embedded the identity of a State. The way a State defines citizenship
is intimately linked to the kind of society and political community we want.2
Citizenship is, in essence, the way nationhood is experienced in practice.3
In India, the issue of citizenship has been contested and challenged
over several decades. Most recent of these contestations has been over the
Citizenship (Amendment) Bill, 2016 (‘the Bill’), which has been mired in
controversy since it was first introduced in the Lok Sabha on July 19, 2016.4
The future of the Bill will shape the manner in which the identity of Indians
are going to be determined. The Bill was hastily passed by the Lok Sabha
on January 8, 2019, the last day of the Winter Session of Parliament amidst
widespread protest against the Bill in parts of northeastern India.5 Since then,
the Bill has lapsed since it was not passed in the Rajya Sabha in the Budget
Session, and as there were no more sessions of the Parliament before the general elections were concluded.6
The Bill is an apparent fulfilment of Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
promise to accommodate Hindu migrants from Bangladesh into India in the
run-up to the general elections in 2014.7 The Bill proposes to create a new
naturalisation regime under the Citizenship Act, 1955, where Hindus, Sikhs,
Buddhists, Jains, Parsis, and Christians from Afghanistan, Bangladesh, and
Pakistan shall not be considered illegal migrants in India.8 The Bill also provides members of these communities an accelerated path to citizenship and
reduces their residence requirement from 11 years to 6 years.9 The objective of
these amendments is purported to be to provide asylum to members of certain
persecuted minorities from India’s neighbouring countries. Muslims have been
conspicuously omitted from the list of communities in the Bill.
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The Bill has been criticised for linking citizenship with religion and violating the principles of secularism and equality. Residents of the northeastern states are opposed to the Bill because they are opposed to any category
of immigrants being given citizenship, especially those covered by the Assam
Accord. The State governments in Meghalaya and Mizoram have adopted
Cabinet decisions opposing the Bill.10 The Asom Gana Parishad (‘AGP’)
has walked out of the coalition government with the Bharatiya Janata Party
in Assam. In response to the criticism of the Bill, it was referred to a Joint
Parliamentary Committee which submitted its report to the Parliament on
January 7, 2019, in which it recommended the introduction of the original legislation with a few minor changes.11
This article analyses the Citizenship (Amendment) Bill, 2016, by situating it
in the context of India’s constitutional and political choices. Section I examines
the idea of India that was born in 1947 in the aftermath of partition. Section II
examines the history of the provisions in the Constitution relating to citizenship. Section III analyses the Bill on the touchstone of the Constitution.

I. THE IDEA OF INDIA
In the aftermath of independence and partition, the challenge before the
founders of India was the forging of a common national identity in the face
of unparalleled territorial, social, religious, and cultural diversity. The drafters
of the Indian Constitution faced the daunting task of answering this challenge
through the legal language of constitutional formulations. The core of this
question was: what does it mean to be an Indian? Related to this was the question of how the Constitution would facilitate political unity based on shared
commitments and values in a society characterised by immense cultural, religious, and national diversity.12 The Constitution was seen as an instrument to
create this new order through which
“Territorial allegiances were wiped out and the past was obliterated except
where expressly preserved, at one moment of time the new order was born
with its new allegiance springing from the same source for all, grounded on
the same basis: the sovereign will of the peoples of India with no class, no
caste, no race, no creed, no distinction, no reservation.”13
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The Constituent Assembly debates reveal that despite the speeches and references to India’s glorious past, the dominant theme was the need to build a
new society on the ruins of the old. This metaphor of building, of creating
something new, was echoed by Nehru in his famous speech on the night of
August 14, 1947, when he said, “we step out from the old to the new, when an
age ends” and when “the future beckons to us”. The Constitution was intended
to realize this new idea of India, and lead the country into the future while
drawing a curtain on the past.14
The principle of secularism was key to the idea of a new India that pervaded these debates. This had its roots in the national movement. In the 1920s,
Gandhi used the principle of sarva dharma sambhava (equality of all religions)
to bind people who subscribed to different faiths together to weld them into
a mass movement. This commitment was echoed in the Nehru Constitutional
Draft of 1928, the Karachi Resolution of 1931, and later documents issued by
the Indian National Congress.15 A shared history of struggle against British
rule became central to this narrative of unity and a commitment to inclusive
citizenship.16
The Constituent Assembly met amidst wide-scale rioting and violence
between different religious communities, massacres, and looting of property.
Despite this large scale violence along religious fault lines and the fact that
the country had been partitioned in the name of religion, the makers of the
Constitution stood firm in their commitment to secularism as the unstated but
explicit principle underlying the Constitution.17
Within the Constituent Assembly, most members were determined to banish the spectre of legally recognised communal politics from the institutions of
India. Communal electorates were abandoned after four decades of reservation
of seats in legislatures and separate electorates for designated religious groups.
The Constituent Assembly in fact was the last legislature in India to be chosen
on the basis of communal electorates.18 Although the word secular was not in
the original Preamble of the Constitution, the commitment to secularism and
equality was evident in other provisions. In a departure from the western concept of secularism, the Constitution made some allowance for the role played
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by religion in public life and gave statutory recognition to minorities while trying to foster a common civic identity.19
Jawaharlal Nehru, in a letter to the chief ministers in 1952, remarked that
the word secular’ meant more than the ‘free play of religions’; it also conveyed
‘the idea of social and political equality’. He stated that, “we must always keep
the ideal of the unity of India and of the political and social equality of her
people, to whatever group, religion or province they might belong.”20
Significantly, the Indian constitutional settlement avoided the excessively
modernist solutions tried by the Soviet Union or Ataturk’s Turkey in which the
secularism of the State pits it in a relation of constant hostility to popular religious practice. It admitted a more realistic, practical solution in which the state
distanced itself from all religions, and simply committed to treating them with
equal respect in this sense.21
At the heart of the project of the Indian republic was a commitment to the
creation of a society whose citizens have a strong sense of national identity
despite their differences; the protection of historically disadvantaged groups;
and the peaceful co-existence of diverse groups within a democratic framework. The founding idea of India was a nation-state that is intrinsically diverse
and plural and where no religion, language or ethnic identity is accorded primacy over another.22

II. CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF CITIZENSHIP
When India’s Constituent Assembly began its deliberations in December
1946, there was no thought of a separate chapter on the topic of citizenship.
On January 24, 1947, the Constituent Assembly set up an advisory committee
on minorities and fundamental rights to examine the question under the chairmanship of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. On April 23, 1947, the committee presented its idea of Indian citizenship in the form of clause 3 which provided that
“every person born in the Union or naturalized according to its laws and subject to the jurisdiction thereof shall be a citizen of the Union.” At this point,
even though Partition was seen as a likely scenario, the members of the committee had not entertained the possibility of large-scale migration across the
subcontinent.23
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On August 17, 1947, violence on an unprecedented scale broke out in Punjab
and spread to many parts of north India and western Pakistan. This was followed by the massive movement of population from one country to the other
and (in some cases) back again to the first. Huge numbers abandoned their
homes to cluster in localities on the same side of the border where their co-religionists tended to be concentrated, seeking safety in numbers. Many hoped to
return home when ‘normality’ returned. But ‘normality’ never did return to the
subcontinent. This large-scale violence, displacement, and homelessness made
it impossible to discuss the contents of the Constitution including fundamental
rights without some clarity about who would be the bearers of rights in the
new Republic.24
The Constituent Assembly had to now draw the contours of a more nuanced
citizenship regime keeping in mind the migration that Partition occasioned.
In 1949, the issue was vigorously debated in the Assembly. The debate primarily centered on whether the basis of Indian citizenship was to be jus soli,
i.e., based on a person’s birth on the soil of the country, or jus sanguinis, i.e.,
based on a person’s descent, or the citizenship of their parents.25 Jus soli is
the dominant form of acquiring citizenship in the United States, Canada, and
several Latin American countries. Jus sanguinis exists in varying degrees in
Germany, the United Kingdom, France, and the Netherlands, and is historically
a European tradition.26 In former British colonies like Africa, there was a tilt
in favour of the jus sanguinis system.27
There were attempts to introduce a religious element into the citizenship regime. Constituent Assembly member P.S. Deshmukh, who became the
Agriculture Minister in Nehru’s first cabinet, suggested an amendment which
would grant Indian citizenship to Sikhs and Hindus from around the world.
Alladi Krishnaswamy Iyer, another member of the Assembly while arguing
against this amendment said, “We cannot on any racial or religious or other
grounds make a distinction between one kind of persons and another, or one
sect of persons and another sect of persons, having regard to our commitments and the formulation of our policy on various occasions.”28 The framers of India’s constitution broadly chose the jus soli concept as a form of
“enlightened, modern, civilized” and democratic citizenship, as opposed to
jus sanguinis, which they described as “an idea of racial citizenship.” This
24
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decision was in keeping with the inclusive character of the Constitution reflecting the intention of the framers to move towards a modernist understanding of
citizenship.29
Despite the complex debates on the subject of citizenship, the Indian
Constitution in its final form did not elaborate on the subject. Part II of the
Constitution provided for rules for determining citizenship at the time of
Independence but left it to Parliament to elucidate the finer contours of citizenship. Article 5 of the Constitution provides the broad contours of the Indian
citizenship:
“At the commencement of this Constitution every person who
has his domicile in the territory of India and (a) who was
born in the territory of India; or
(b) either of whose parents was born in the territory of India;
or
(c) who has been ordinarily resident in the territory of India
for not less than five years immediately preceding such
commencement.”
Article 6 which is as follows dealt with people who migrated to Pakistan:
“Notwithstanding anything in Article 5, a person who has
migrated to the territory of India from the territory now
included in Pakistan shall be deemed to be a citizen of India
at the commencement of this Constitution if
(a) he or either of his parents or any of his grandparents was
born in India as defined in the Government of India Act,
1935 (as originally enacted); and
(b) (i) in the case where such person has so migrated before
the nineteenth day of July, 1948 , he has been ordinarily resident in the territory of India since the date of his migration,
or (ii) in the case where such person has so migrated on or
after the nineteenth day of July, 1948, he has been registered
as a citizen of India by an officer appointed in that behalf by
the Government of the Dominion of India on an application
29
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made by him therefor to such officer before the commencement of this Constitution in the form and manner prescribed
by that Government:
Provided that no person shall be so registered unless he has
been resident in the territory of India for at least six months
immediately preceding the date of his application.”
Article 7 dealt with people who migrated to Pakistan and wanted to return:
“Notwithstanding anything in articles 5 and 6, a person who
has after the first day of March, 1947, migrated from the territory of India to the territory now included in Pakistan shall
not be deemed to be a citizen of India:
Provided that nothing in this article shall apply to a person
who, after having so migrated to the territory now included in
Pakistan, has returned to the territory of India under a permit
for resettlement or permanent return issued by or under the
authority of any law and every such person shall for the purposes of clause (b) of article 6 be deemed to have migrated to
the territory of India after the nineteenth day of July, 1948.”
Article 7 is a departure from the otherwise secularising impulse of modernity in codifying the principle of jus soli as the governing principle of citizenship.30 Although Article 7 has not mentioned Muslims, a quick reading of the
debates in the Constituent Assembly make it clear that it was intended to cover
returning Muslims who had migrated to Pakistan.31

A. Citizenship Act
A legislation for providing the finer details of citizenship was passed by
the Indian Parliament in 1955. Then Home Minister Govind Ballabh Pant
while introducing the Bill in Parliament described the spirit behind the Bill as
follows:
“We have adopted a liberal attitude in framing this law. In
some countries, no person whose father is not himself a citizen of the country, even if born in that country, can acquire
that right. In some others, dual citizenship is not allowed
in any shape or form. We have tried to frame a law which,
30
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Ashesh, Ashna, and Arun K. Thiruvengadam, Report on Citizenship Law: India, 11
(2017),
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while fully serving the needs of our country and ensuring the
status of dignity which Indian citizenship will carry with it
will also give opportunity to others by registration and naturalisation to acquire these rights. But all these can be done
only with the approval of the State, so far as registration and
naturalisation are concerned.”32
The Citizenship Act, 1955, elaborated on the Constitutional provisions on
citizenship. Section 3 provided that, “every person born in India on or after
26 January 1950 shall be a citizen of India by birth.” After 1986, an additional
condition was added, namely that at least one parent had to be a citizen of
India at the time of the child’s birth for the child to be an Indian citizen.33 In
2003, the conditions for Indian citizenship were made stricter. For a person to
be a citizen of India, they had to be born in India and both of their parents
had to be citizens of India; or one of their parents had to be a citizen of India
and the other could not be an illegal migrant at the time of their birth.34 This
amendment was intended to make acquisition of Indian citizenship by registration and naturalisation more stringent and to prevent illegal migrants from
becoming eligible for Indian citizenship.35
The citizenship regime was significantly influenced by the large-scale
migration from Bangladesh to India occasioned by the 1971 Bangladeshi war
of independence. This influx of refugees created a wave of resentment in
Assam which led to the Assam Agitation. Between 1979 and 1985, Assam witnessed a mass movement led by the All Assam Students Union and the Assam
Gana Sangram Parishad demanding the detection and eviction of Bangladeshis
from the state.36 The leaders of the agitation demanded the expulsion of
Bangladeshi immigrants relying on census data and electoral rolls that showed
significantly higher rates of growth of population and of voters in Assam compared to that in the rest of India. Several rounds of negotiations between the
government of India and the movement leaders led to the Assam Accord in
1985.37
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Since the Assam Accord of 1985, the citizenship regime has been undergoing a subtle shift from jus soli to incorporating various elements of a jus
sanguinis model of citizenship, with the insertion of notions of descent, common religious identity, and common ‘national’ values into the discourse of
citizenship.38
The Accord provided for a wall between India and Bangladesh and the
detection and expulsion of foreigners who entered Assam after 1971. In 1985,
Section 6A which was added to the Citizenship Act and made applicable only
to Assam, provided that:
●●

Those who came into the state before 1966 were to be considered as
Indian citizens;

●●

Those who came into the state between 1966 and March 25, 1971
were to be taken off the electoral rolls, and regularised after ten
years; and

●●

Those who came into the state on or after March 25, 1971 were to
be ‘detected’ and expelled in accordance with law.

In 2004, the term “illegal migrant”, defined as someone who enters or
stays in India without legal authorization, was introduced into the Act. After
this amendment, any child born after 2004 to even one parent who is an illegal migrant would be disqualified from citizenship by birth. The Statement of
Objects and Reasons to the Citizenship (Amendment) Bill, 2003, which contained this provision stated that one of the objects of the amendment was to
“prevent illegal migrants from becoming eligible for Indian citizenship.” The
amendment was an obvious response to the anxiety, well founded or otherwise,
that Bangladeshi migrants would get Indian citizenship and participate in elections.39 In the same year, the Citizenship Rules were amended by adding Rule
8A that reads as follows:
“In respect of minority Hindus with Pakistan citizenship
who have migrated to India more than five years back with
the intention of permanently settling down in India and have
applied for Indian citizenship, the authority to register a person as a citizen of India …shall be the concerned Collector of
the district where the applicant is normally resident.”
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This was the first time religion crept in as a criterion for determining citizenship. Subsequently, the Passport (Entry into India) Amendment Rules,
2015, exempted Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Parsis, and Christians from
Bangladesh and Pakistan who were compelled to seek shelter in India due to
religious persecution or fear of religious persecution, from the requirement of a
passport to enter India. In 2016, these amendments were extended to these six
communities from Afghanistan as well.
This amendment to the Citizenship Rules was intended to address the
claims to citizenship of Hindu migrants from Pakistan migrating across the
western border into Rajasthan and Gujarat. This region has experienced several waves of such immigration—after the wars between India and Pakistan
in 1965 and 1971, and after the demolition of the Babri Masjid in Ayodhya in
December 1992. Following the demolition of the Babri Masjid, approximately
seventeen thousand Hindus migrated to India from Pakistan. Most of these
Pakistani passport holders travelled on Indian visas and simply overstayed.
Then they applied for citizenship. To facilitate the process of giving these
immigrants citizenship, District Collectors in Rajasthan and Gujarat were given
the power to grant citizenship by the Union government through an amendment to the Citizenship Rules, 1956, for a specified and limited period and
within a limited jurisdiction. The Union government had previously withdrawn
to itself the powers of district collectors to confer citizenship in response to
the widespread allegations about the manipulation of citizenship certification in
Assam.40
After this amendment, Hindus with Pakistani citizenship did not require
a permit for resettlement. Residence in India for at least five years is adequate for expressing their intention to permanently settle in India. The intention of returning Muslims on the other hand was repeatedly questioned in the
Constituent Assembly and subsequently in judicial decisions. Some of them
had to wait ten years to seek citizenship by naturalization.41 The aspect of
intention was interpreted in varied ways by courts. The Gujarat High Court in
State of Gujarat v. Saiyad Aga Mohmed Saiyedm Ohmed, restrained the government from deporting the plaintiff, despite him possessing a Pakistani passport. The Court held that,
“If a plea is raised by the citizen that he had not voluntarily
obtained the passport, the citizen must be afforded an opportunity to prove that fact. Cases may be visualized in which
on account of force a person may be compelled or on account
of fraud or misrepresentation he may be induced, without any

40
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intention of renunciation of his Indian citizenship to obtain a
passport from a foreign country.”42
In T.E. Mahomed Usman v. State of Madras, on the other hand, an illiterate person’s application to the Pakistan High Commissioner for a passport was
deemed sufficient to indicate intention.43
In 2002, individuals of Indian origin in sixteen countries, all advanced
industrial societies, were permitted to be registered as Persons of Indian
Origin. The choice of these countries was justified by stating that these
countries recognised dual citizenship. This was expanded in 2005, when the
Citizenship Act was amended to introduce the category of Overseas Citizen
of India (‘OCI’), and the privileges accompanying the status were expanded.
Today, it is only those individuals who are or have been at any previous time
citizens of Pakistan or Bangladesh that continue to be excluded from applying
for OCI status.44
Section 3(1) as it stands today is as follows:
“Except as provided in sub-section (2) every person born
in India,—(a) on or after the 26th day of January, 1950, but
before the 1st day of July, 1987;
(b) on or after the 1st day of July, 1987, but before the commencement of the Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2003 and
either of whose parents is a citizen of India at the time of his
birth;
(c) on or after the commencement of the Citizenship
(Amendment) Act, 2003, where—(i) both of his parents are
citizens of India; or
(ii) one of whose parents is a citizen of India and the other is
not an illegal migrant at the time of his birth, shall be a citizen of India by birth.”
In September 2015, the Union government exempted non-Muslim illegal migrants from the Pakistan, Bangladesh and Afghanistan from the operation of the Foreigners Act, 1946, through an executive order. While the
debate on the Citizenship (Amendment) Bill was raging, on October 23 2018,
the Ministry of Home Affairs issued a directive that provided a separate and
42
43
44
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accelerated process for non-Muslim legal migrants from the three countries to
get citizenship.45
It is thus evident that the Bill must not be seen in isolation or merely as a
political stunt. It is a part of a larger move from a jus soli citizenship regime
as envisaged by the framers of the Constitution to a jus sanguinis citizenship
regime since 1985.

III. CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE
CITIZENSHIP (AMENDMENT) BILL, 2016
The Bill makes three kinds of distinctions: (i) between Muslim and
non-Muslim migrants from Afghanistan, Bangladesh, and Pakistan; (ii)
between migrants from these three countries and those from other countries;
and (iii) between residents who migrated due to reasons of religious persecution and those who migrated due to other forms of persecution like racial
or ethnic persecution.46 By doing so, it appears to give effect to the idea that
Hindus are the natural and normal citizens of India and that India is the natural home of Hindus from all over the world.
This is not just a corruption of the idea of India as was envisaged by the
framers of the Constitution and the beliefs of the people who chose India as
their homeland, but is also a betrayal of the universalist and inclusive conception of citizenship contained in the Constitution. By introducing a religion-based distinction into the law on citizenship with provisions similar to
Israel’s Law of Return policy, the Indian state is openly undermining its constitutional commitment to equality, fraternity, and secularism.47
The Union government claims that the bill aims to provide refuge to persons who have been persecuted in their homelands because of their religion and who have “nowhere else to go but India”.48 The assumption is that
Muslims are not persecuted in India’s neighbouring countries, which is patently
untrue.49 The Bill violates Article 14 of the Constitution which provides for
equality and equal protection. Equal protection of laws implies the application of the same laws alike and without discrimination to all persons similarly
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situated. The Supreme Court explained this in Western U.P. Electric Power
and Supply Co. Ltd. v. State of U.P., by stating that,
“Article 14 of the Constitution ensures equality among equals:
its aim is to protect persons similarly placed against discriminatory treatment. It does not however operate against reasonable classification. A person setting up a grievance of denial
of equal treatment by law must establish that between persons
similarly circumstances, some were treated to their prejudice
and the differential treatment had not reasonable relation to
the object sought to be achieved by the law.”50
Exclusion of a certain group from the applicability of a certain law is permissible provided there is a substantial basis for making the classification, and
a nexus between the basis of classification and the object of the statute under
consideration. A mere differentiation or inequality of treatment does not per se
amount to discrimination within the inhibition of the equal protection clause.
To attract Article 14, it is necessary to show that the selection or differentiation
is unreasonable or arbitrary, and satisfies the above two tests.51 In Chiranjit Lal
Chowdhuri v. Union of India, J. Mukerjea observed:
“The legislature undoubtedly has a wide field of choice in determining and
classifying the subject of its laws, and if the law deals alike with all of a certain class, it is normally not obnoxious to the charge of denial of equal protection; but the classification should never be arbitrary.”52
J. Pasayat, in Sharma Transport v. Govt. of A.P., elaborated on the concept
of arbitrariness:
“The expression ‘arbitrarily’ means: in an unreasonable manner, as fixed or
done capriciously or at pleasure, without adequate determining principle, not
founded in the nature of things, non-rational, not done or acting according to
reason or judgment, depending on the will alone.”53
It is not necessary that for a classification to be valid, its basis must always
appear on the face of the law. To find out the reasons and the justification for
the classification, the court may refer to relevant material, e.g., objects and
reasons appended to a Bill, parliamentary debates, affidavits of the parties,
matters of common knowledge, the background circumstances leading to the
passage of the Act.
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The Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Bill states that the Bill intends
to grant citizenship to persons belonging to the minority communities, such
as Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Parsis and Christians from Afghanistan,
Bangladesh, and Pakistan. There is no explanation for why these particular communities were picked out. Even the term ‘religious persecution’ finds
no mention there. Amongst India’s neighbouring countries there are various
Muslim communities who have been persecuted, e.g., Rohingyas in Myanmar,
Uighurs in China, and Ahmedis in Pakistan, but are expressly excluded by the
Bill. Given that India is a secular state that treats all religions equally, it will
be challenging to defend such unequal treatment. Using religion to differentiate
between different categories of persecuted minorities in fact goes against the
principle of secularism has been recognised as part of the basic structure of the
Constitution.
Although the word secular was added to the Preamble in 1976 through
the 42ndAmendment, it has been held to be a basic feature of the Indian
Constitution. Secularism encompasses religious tolerance and equal treatment of all religious groups and the protection of their life and property.54 The
Supreme Court has stated that secularism is a part of the fundamental law and
an inalienable segment of the basic structure of India’s political structure:
“It is clear from the Constitutional scheme that it guarantees
equality in the matter of religion to all individuals and groups
irrespective of their faith emphasising that there is no religion
of the state itself. The Preamble and the Constitution read in
particular with Articles 25 to 28 emphasises this aspect and
indicates that it is in this manner the concept of secularism
embodied in the constitutional scheme as a creed adopted
by the Indian people has to be understood while examining
the constitutional validity of any legislation on the touchstone of the Constitution. The concept of secularism is one
facet of the right to equality woven as the central golden
thread in the fabric depicting the pattern of the scheme in our
Constitution.”55
The Bill also violates India’s obligations under international treaties which
are meant to be honoured under Article 51(c) of the Constitution. Public international law principles recognise a State’s right to determine who its citizens
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will be,56 the freedom to regulate nationality is not without limitations.57 In a
1923 decision of the Permanent Court of International Justice regarding the
power of States to determine nationality, the Court stated that, “The question
of whether a certain matter is or is not solely within the domestic jurisdiction
of a state is an essentially relevant question; it depends on the development
of international relations.”58 Article 7 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights guarantees equal protection of laws. Article 26 of the UN Covenant of
Civil and Political Rights provides that the law “shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal and effective protection against
discrimination on any ground such as race, colour, sex, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other
status.” Article 26 has been interpreted as precluding the legislation and
administration from introducing arbitrary discrimination or differences in
treatment without any objective justification whatsoever.59 In the nature of an
autonomous right, it prohibits discrimination in any field regulated and protected by public authorities, requiring all legislation adopted by a State party to
comply with the non-discrimination obligation thereunder.60
The Bill was sent to a Joint Parliamentary Committee which presented its
report to the Parliament on January 7, 2019. The Report stated that the Bill
was constitutional, though not unanimously. Members of the Congress, TMC,
CPI(M), and the Samajwadi Party moved dissent notes to the JPC report on
the bill.61 Bhartruhari Mahtab, in his dissent note, stated that the Bill contravenes the provisions of the Assam Accord and that implementation of the provisions of the Bill would affect peace and tranquility in the state. Adhir Ranjan
Chowdhury in his dissent note pointed out that the Bill violated Article 14
because it provided preferential treatment to certain categories of migrants. He
also said that using religion to distinguish between citizens and non-citizens
goes against the secular foundations of the citizenship in India and constitutional morality.62
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The Law Ministry sought to allay the apprehensions related to the violation
of Articles 14 and 25 as follows:
“The Bill has been examined with respect to the issue of violation of Article 14 and 25 of the Constitution. With respect
to Article 14 of the Constitution, it may be mentioned that
the legal position in this regard is fairly settled. Article 14
encompasses both the negative Concept of ‘equality before
law’ as well as the positive concept of ‘equal protection of
law’. Thus, the same ensures that no special provision in
favour of any one is made and that all are equally subject to
the ordinary law of the land. The positive concept of equality
does not postulate equal treatment of all persons without distinction but rather stresses on equality of treatment in equal
circumstances or to similarly situated persons. A legislature is
entitled to make reasonable classification for purposes of legislation and treat all in one class on equal footing…the legal
position aforementioned clearly establishes that any legislation
may withstand challenge on the ground of discrimination and
violation of Article 14 of the Constitution, in case the classification created by it is founded on an intelligible differentia which distinguishes persons or things that are grouped
together from others left out of the group, and that differentia
has a rational relation to the object sought to be achieved by
the statute in question. The provisions of the Bill appear to
have made a classification based on the fact of minority communities being persecuted in the specified countries on the
basis of their religion and leaving their country without valid
travel documents. The Bill appears to have the object of facilitating all such minority communities without any discrimination, though, the same is not clearly specified in its Statement
of Object and Reasons appended to the Bill but was specifically mentioned in the Cabinet Note seeking approval of the
Cabinet for introduction of the Bill.”
The Report mentions that the Committee asked the Law Ministry why the
term “persecuted minorities” was not used instead of listing specific religions
to which the Ministry responded as follows:
“Using persecuted minorities from the neighbouring countries instead of its current form may negate the objectives
of the Bill. As there is a possibility for wider scope of interpretation, it may be construed to include other communities
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(religious or otherwise). Moreover, the aspect of ‘religious
persecution’ would also be lost sight of.”
It is not clear what objectives of the Bill are being negated by expressly
mentioning persecuted minorities. It is not clear why only religious persecution has been singled out as a ground under the Bill and not persecution on
other grounds such as ethnicity, gender, and sexual orientation.63 The Ministry
of Home Affairs has stated that to deal with other foreigners persecuted on
account of race, religion, sex, nationality, ethnic identity, membership of a
particular social group, or political opinion, a Standard Operating Procedure
(‘SOP’) has been in place since 2011, and a foreign national can stay in India
on Long Term Visa if it is proved that he has been a victim of oppression in
his native country on account of his caste, religion, sex, nationality, identity,
different political view, etc.64 There is no explanation for why all cases of
persecuted foreigners applying for Indian citizenship cannot be dealt with in
accordance with this SOP.
The findings of the Joint Parliamentary Committee on the constitutionality of the Bill seem to be specious and based on an incomplete understanding of the Constitution. The Joint Parliamentary Committee that reviewed the
Bill opined that that it does not violate the spirit of Article 14 because it meets
the test of reasonable classification as laid down in State of W.B. v. Anwar Ali
Sarkar.65 Article 14 requires equality of treatment of similarly situated persons
in equal circumstances which the Bill does not fulfil, since persecuted members of various religions are similarly situated. It is not clear how Muslims
facing persecution differ from Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Parsis, and
Christians facing persecution.
By legitimizing the grant of citizenship on the basis of religion, this Bill
strikes at the root of the idea of India as envisaged in the Constitution. By
conflating citizenship with religion it fundamentally changes the nature of the
relationship between the state and various religious groups and accords certain
groups primacy over others. The change in the citizenship regime engendered
by the Bill may not affect large numbers of people, but it will represent a significant break from the promise of equality, fraternity and secularism that the
Indian republic offered through its Constitution, when it was founded.
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IV. CONCLUSION
Apart from violating specific provisions of the Indian Constitution, this Bill
goes against the essence of Constitution as articulated by Justice Vivian Bose
in S. Krishnan v. State of Madras,
“Look past the verbiage of the words and penetrate deep intothe heart and spirit of the Constitution. What sort of State
are we intended to be? Have we not here been given a way
of life, the right to individual freedom, the utmost the State
can confer in that respect consistent with its own safety? Is
not the sanctity of the individual recognized and emphasized
again and again?”66
It goes against ‘constitutional morality’ described by J. Chandrachud as
“founded on essential facets of the constitution; the preamble,
liberty, equality and the autonomy of the individual coupled
with our sense of fraternity and sense of compassion which
we have for each other. Using these founding pillars you test
if a particular law or particular action of the government is
consistent with constitutional morality.67
He further described constitutional morality as a bulwark against
majoritarianism:
“It is the concept of constitutional morality which strives and
urges the organs of the State to maintain such a heterogeneous fibre in the society, not just in the limited sense, but also
in multifarious ways. It is the responsibility of all the three
organs of the State to curb any propensity or proclivity of
popular sentiment or majoritarianism.”68
This Bill also appears to be the most recent step in a series of steps to move
from jus soli to jus sanguinis citizenship. The Bill carries with it the implicit
assumption that India is a Hindu state or at least, an assumption that Hindus
outside India have a right to claim citizenship in India. If it becomes law, it has
the potential to undo the concerted effort of all the people who maintained the
plural and secular structure of the Constitution.
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It must be kept in mind that the Indian Constitution has remarkably balanced the fundamental individuality of Indian citizens as beings of equal worth
and the fundamental collectivity of their many identities.69 Through this balancing act and the recognition of the collective contexts which play such a
crucial role in the personal identity of the individual, the Constitution has managed to uphold the fundamental principles of equality, secularism, and fraternity for several decades. The gradual dilution of the citizenship framework as
conceived in the Constitution by gradually making religion a marker for citizenship is a debasement of these ideals. It is understandable in a diverse state
like India that the production of national identity is a contested process especially since the creation of the state was accompanied by enormous sectarian
violence.70 However, these contestations need to be resolved in a manner that
aligns with the vision that the drafters of the Indian Constitution had for India.
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